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Abstract 
We describe a simple characterization of graphs which are simultaneouly split and mdiffcrcncc 
graphs. In the sequel, WE present a method for optimally edge colouring a complete graph M ith an 
c\en number > 6 of vertices, leading to a simple construction for exhibiting a perfect matching 
of it. in which all its edges have different colours. Based on the two results, WC obtain equations 
for computing the chromatic index of graphs of the considered class, in linear time. We recall 
that the chromatic index problem is still unsolved for both classes of split and indifference graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
We characterize the graphs which are simultaneously split and indifference graphs. 
The characterization described is in terms of the maximal cliques of the graphs. Split 
graphs which are simultaneously comparability &raphs have been characterized in 171. 
As an application, we propose a method for finding an optimal edge colouring for 
graphs of this class. The determination of the chromatic index of a graph is well 
known to be NP-complete [9]. The problem remains so for several classes, such as 
comparability graphs [4]. On the other hand it can be solved in polynomial time fog 
indifference graphs with odd maximum degree [5], for example. Its complexity status 
is still unknown for both classes of split and indifference graphs. 
G denotes a simple graph, with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). Denote ~ I’( C; ), /i. 
Mel =n7 and by d(G) the maximum degree of G. If G, and Gl are graphs then 
G, UC? is the graph such that V(G, cJGz)== V(G,)U L?(Gl) and E(G, UGz)=E(G, )i 
E(G2). Gi \Gz denotes the subgraph induced in GI by V( Gl )\V( Gl). Finally, G\ r i\ 
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the graph obtained from G by removing the vertex 1: E V(G). A clique of G is a 
complete subgraph of it. An independent set of G is a subgraph formed by pair- 
wise non adjacent vertices of G. A muximul clique or independent set is one not 
properly contained in any other, respectively. G is a split graph when V(G) can 
be partitioned into two subsets, inducing a clique and an independent set in G, re- 
spectively. A unit interval or ind@rence graph is the intersection graph of a set of 
unit intervals of a straight line. An indtfirence ordering of a graph G is a sequence 
~1,. , c,, of its vertices such that for each maximal clique C of G, the vertices of 
V(C) are consecutive in the sequence. G is an indifference graph if and only if it 
admits an indifference ordering [12]. A split-indt@rence gruph is one which is si- 
multaneously a split and an indifference graph. A matching M of G is a set of pair- 
wise non adjacent edges of G. M saturates a vertex L’ E V(G) when L’ is incident 
to some edge of M. M is perject if it saturates all vertices of G. An edge colour- 
ing C of G is an assignment of colours to the edges of G. C is proper when all 
edges incident to a same vertex have distinct colours. A proper colouring with a min- 
imum number k of colours is called optimul. The value k is the chromatic index of 
G, denoted by x’(G). A matching is multicoloured if all of its edges have distinct 
colours. 
The edge colouring of split-indifference graphs is based on the following propositions. 
Theorem 1 (Vizing [13]). d(G)<x’(G)<d(G) + 1. 
The above theorem suggests a natural way of classifying graphs, according to their 
chromatic index. G is of cluss 1 if x’(G) = d(G), otherwise class 2. 
Theorem 2 ([1,2, 141, cf. [6]). 
Theorem 3 (Hiltoy and Johnson [S]). Let G be u gruph vr*ith n vertices and maximum 
degree A(G)2. lj’n is odd then G is oj’cluss 2 ifand only ijIE(G)I>A(G)(n 
- 1)/2. If n is ez;en then G is oj’ cluss 2 if and only if for some vertex 2: E V(G), 
A(G\v)=A(G) and IE(G\v)I>A(G)L(n- 1)/2J. 
Theorem 4 (Beineke and Wilson [3]). rf’H is a r-regulur graph with odd number of 
vertices und G is uny’ graph obtainedjrom H by deleting ut most r/2 - I edges then 
G is of cluss 2. 
The characterization is presented in the next section. Section 3 contains the 
determination of the chromatic index of split-indifference graphs. as well as a direct 
construction for finding a multicoloured perfect matching of the graph K,,, n 3 6 even. 
The latter is employed in the edge colouring algorithm. Some additional remarks form 
the last section. A previous version of the present method appeared in [l 11. 
II I 
2. Characterization 
In this section WC describe our characterization of split-indifference graphs 
Proof. Let G be a split-indifference graph, C’(G) f 6’l. Then G admits a bipartition 
of C’( 6’) into a clique C and an independent set 1. In addition, G has an indiflfcr- 
ence ordering Y =uI,. _.u,,. If V(C)~=ti then G consists of an independent set and 
the theorem holds. Otherwise, the vertices of c’ must be consecutive in Y. That i\. 
l.(C)= (ll,‘. l/,‘__ 1,. . Us,}. p < y. If no vertex of I is adjacent to any vertex of C’ then 
the theorem holds. Otherwise, let II, E I’(f) be adjacent to some vertex II, - I’( (.) 
Suppose i c p. Because x is an indifference ordering, it follows that ( u,~ -1. II! ) ; k:( (1 ). 
p < t < f’. Since I is an independent set, ( u,,--1, u, ) $ E(G). I <t < p - I. In addition. 
‘f,‘_! is the only vertex of C, at the left of II,‘. Similarly, when i >q it follows that 
I u,,_~ 1,u, ) ;f E(G). y + I < t <II and that u(, _ 1 is the only vertex at the right 01‘ II,: 
which is ad.jacent o C. Let H be a graph as defined above. By setting I’, =: U, ,, ,. tiu 
l~y~~/-~~)_tl..~=~~,,~~, J’=IQ,, and I’(/)={il..... i,,~‘,}. WC obtain G as inducccl 
\ubgraph of H. 
Conversely, let H be a graph satisfying the conditions of the theorem and C; an 
induced subgraph of it. We can partition G into clique C and an independent set 1. a\ 
follows. Define c‘ as the subgraph induced in G by the r’s and I = G\C. Hence G ih ;I 
split graph. Let I’,, , . I’,! be a sequence S formed by the vcrticcs of {I‘,, . I.,!,} I .( (; ) 
and SLICII that p -c:y implies z,, < 7~. Suppose s. ,l‘ E I’( G ). It follows that .Y followed 
by S, then by ,\‘ and finally by the vertices of I forms an indifference ordering of (;. It 
t or J’ are not vertices of G, apply the same construction without the missing \,ertc\c 
(vertices). (‘onsequently. G is an indilrerence graph and the theorem is pro\,ed. 
The following corollary follows directly from Theorem 5 
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G GI G2 
Gi G2 G3 GI G2 G 
Fig. I. The split-indifference graphs 
The above characterization is illustrated by Fig. 1, above 
3. Edge colouring 
In this section, first we describe a method for constructing an edge colouring of 
a complete graph with an even number <6 of vertices, leading to a multicoloured 
perfect matching of it. Based on it, we formulate a method for obtaining the chromatic 
index of split-indifference graphs. In general, we start by edge colouring a subgraph 
of it and extend it to the whole graph. In this process, the perfect matching is used 
as follows. Since all edges of it have different colours, we can recolour them with 
a new colour, not yet used. The result is that these colours become absent in the 
corresponding vertices and can be used to extend the colouring. 
Theorem 6. Let M be the matrix ,vith elements mi,, 1 <i, j<n, dqfined,jtir i #,j as 
fbllolrx 
nz;,=(i+,j-2)modni i(i+j-2)/n], ldi, ,j<n, 
m,,, = m,,i = 2( i - 1) mod n + j2( i - 1 )/~j , 1 < i <H , 
ml,, = rn,?l =n - I , 
while the ~~alu~s qf m,, we irrelevant. Then M describes an optimum colouriny qf 
K,,, n 2 6 even, contuining a multicoloured perj&t matching. 
Proof. Define the following colouring C for K,,, n 3 6 even. Let { 1,. , n} be the vertex 
set of K,. Each edge (i,j) E E(K,) is coloured with the value m,,. C is well defined, 
since A4 is symmetric. The first part is to prove that C is a proper edge colouring. 
Suppose it is not. Then there is some row i such that m,i = mill, ,j #k. We may assume 
j<k. Consider the following cases, according to the definition of M. 
Cuw 1: i, k <n. 
Then(i+,j-2)modn+ [(i+,j-2),‘n]=(i+k-2)modn+[(i+k-2),771. It’ 
(i + j - 2)mod 77 ==(i + k - 2)mod n then k = j 4 II, contradicting k <II. Otherwise 
(i + ,j - 2) mod n = (i + k - 2) mod 17 + 1. That is. k = j + n - I, again contradicting 
x <I?. 
Crr.sc~ 2: k<i=n andjf 1. 
Then 2(j - I ) mod n + [2(j - I )/‘n] .= 2(k - 1) mod n + [2(k -- 1 )/nJ. When 2(.j 1 I 
modn =2(k ~ 1)modrz then k =(2j $ n)/2. In this case, 12(,j -- 1 )/nj = :2(/i ~ I ) II, 
Therefore we are faced with the following two alternatives. If 2(/c - I ) < tl then X c (II 
-t 2):!2, contradicting k = (2.j + n)/2. Otherwise 2( k - 1 ) 217 implying 2(,j - I ) >, II. That 
is. ,j a(n + 2)/2, which means k >n. impossible. 
C’asr 3: k<i=n and j=l. 
Then n - I = 2( k ~ 1) mod n + 12( k - I )jrz] If i2( k - I ):~zj = 0 then 17 --- I =- 2( I, I ). 
contradicting 17 even. When 12(k - 1) ~1 = I it follows 2(k ~ I ) mod 17 = 7(k ~ I ) II. 
Consequently, 17 ~ 1 = 2(k - 1) - II + 1, i.e.. k = II, a contradiction. 
C’IISP 4: k := II. 
Hence icn. That is, (i+j-2)modn+ L(i+,j-2)/n] =2(i-m l)modnt _2(i- I) 17~. 
When (i + j - 2) mod n = 2(i - 1) mod II then i =,j. j < 0 or j > II, neither of them 
can occur. In the other case, (i + ,j - 2)mod 17 # 2(i ~ I )mod 77. Consider the 
following possibilities. If i >j then L2( i - 1)/n] = I and i( i + j ~ 2);)7J = 0. That IS. 
2(i& I)-ii-,;-2+n- I. That is, i;sn. a contradiction. If i<j then L2(i- I) II/ 0 
and L( i + ,j ~~ 2)/n] = 1. Consequently, ,j > n, contradicting j <k. 
Therefore. none of the cases 1-4 may occur. That IS. C is proper. Next. vve show 
that C is optimal. By hypothesis, 0 d /77,, <n. Suppose UZ,, = 0. If j # 17 then necessarily 
i+j-2-O. implying i=j= 1, contradicting i f j. When j = 17 it follows that / = I 
since 7771,~ ==II - 1. In this case, 2(i - I ) = 0. i.e. i =: I. impossible. Hence 17?,, ?- 0. 
Suppose m;, = 77. If j # n it follows i +,j - 2 = 2tl - I, contradicting i <rz. If j =- II then 
i # I. otherwise m,j = ~7 ~ 1. Hence 2( i - 1) = 217 ~~ 1. contradicting i < II. Consequently. 
M,, # 17. That is. 1 < nt,j <II - 1 and C is optimal. 
It remains to show that K,, contains a multicoloured perfect matching. C’onsider the 
subset of edges 
S={(l.2),(3.4) ,.... (n - l,n)}. 
Clearly, S is a perfect matching. Assume S is not multicoloured. Then nr,,, I ~z UI~. , 1. 
for some i,j odd. i<j. 
Chse 1 : j < 17 - 1. 
Then (2i - 1)mod n + \(2i - 1): 77i =(2,j ~ 1)mod 17 + i(2j ~ I ) uj. The first 
possibility is (2i - 1) mod n = (2.j - 1) mod n. That is, 2j ~ 1 = 2i - I t ~1. for some 
L’ = 0, 1. If (‘= 0 then i = j, a contradiction. If c = 1 then L(2j - I )jtzj > !(2i I ) II, 1 
again a contradiction. The second alternative is (2i - 1) mod 17 = (2,j - I j mod 71 r~ I
In this case. necessarily 2,j - I = 2i ~~ 1 + n ~ 1. contradicting 17 even. 
C~l.re 2: j = 17 - I 
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Then (2i- 1)mod n+ 1(2i- 1)/n] =m,_i,,,=n-3. If 2i- 1 >n then 2i- 1 =2n-4, 
i.e. i = (2n - 3 )/2, impossible. The alternative is 2i - 1 <n. In this case, 2i - 1 = II - 3, 
which implies i = n/2 - 1 and r2/2 even. 
Examining cases 1 and 2, we conclude that if n/2 is odd then no two of edges of S 
have the same colour, i.e. S is multicoloured. If n/2 is even then all edges of S have 
distinct colours, except (n/2 - I, n/2) and (n - 1, n), which are both coloured u - 3. In 
the latter case, S is not multicoloured, but we define below another perfect matching 
S” which is so. 
Consider the subset of vertices Z = { 1,2,3,4,n - 1, PZ}. The subset of edges of S 
which saturates Z is S’={(1,2),(3,4),(n - l,n)}. Let S”={(l,n),(2,4),(3,n - 1)). 
Since II 3 6, S” is also a subset of edges of K,. Let S* = (S\S’) US”. Clearly, S* is 
a perfect matching of K,,. We show that it is multicoloured. The colours of (1,2) and 
(3, n - I ) are both 1. The colours of (2,4) and (1, n) are 4 and n - 1, respectively. We 
show that no edge of S has colour 4 nor n - 1. First, suppose that there exists an edge 
(k, k + 1) of S with colour 4. Clearly, k # n - 1, otherwise the colour of (k, k + 1) would 
ben-3#4.Hence(2k-l)modn+~(2k-1)/~zJ=4.If2k-1<nthen2k-1=4,that 
is k = 312, impossible. Otherwise, 2k - 1 = n+4- 1, implying k = n/2+2, contradicting 
k odd. Finally, suppose (k, k + 1) has colour n - 1. Clearly, k <n - 1, otherwise the 
colour of (k,k+ 1) is n-3. Hence (2k- 1)mod n+ [(2k- 1)/n] =n- 1. If 2k- 1 <I~ 
then k = n/2, contradicting k odd. Otherwise 2k - 1 = n - 1 + n - 1, i.e. k = (2~2 - 1)/2, 
impossible. Therefore S* is multicoloured. 0 
See Fig. 2, for an example of the colouring obtained by Theorem 6, for the case 
n = 8. 
In fact, it has been conjectured that every optimal colouring of K,,, n>6 even, con- 
tains a multicoloured perfect matching [IO]. However, no simple method as Theorem 6, 
for constructing such a colouring, has been so far reported, to our knowledge. 
The theorem which follows computes the chromatic index of split-indifference graphs. 
It makes use of the characterization and the colouring of complete graphs, as above 
described. 
i - 2 1 - 3 1 - 3 2 4 35
- M= I 3 4 5 
4 5 6 7 
5 6 7 1 
6 7 1 2 
7 2 4 6 
5 6 7) 
6 7 2 
7 1 4 
1 2 6 
2 3 1 
- 4 3 
4-5 
3 5 6) 
Fig. 2. The matrix M for m = 8 
l’(G) = 
(b) Jf’G is 
and Ir(G, ) (7 
z’(G)= 
(c) [f’G is 
mr/ I’( G, ) l.J 
z’(G) = 
Proof. By Corollary 1, the cases (a)--(c) exactly cover all split-indifference graphs. 
We examine each of them separately. 
(a): By hypothesis. G is the union of two cliques GI, Gz. such that GI ::G‘z = KI. 
In this case. jE(G)j =n(n - 3),‘2 + 11’(G‘l)l and d(G) = 17 - I. Let ~1 be the vertex 
such that C’(GI \,Gl ) = {u}. Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by adding all edges 
(I(. 1.). for I‘ c I’( G?\G, ). Then G’ = K,,. If M is even it follows I’( G’) = II - I, implying 
z’(G) = 17- I. since G is a subgraph of G’. If n is odd apply Theorem 3. In this case. G 
is of class 2 if and only if n(n~3),‘2+/I~‘(G,)(>(/1--- 1)‘:2. that is, /V(Gl),>(ni I ) 2. 
(b): Let G be as in the hypothesis. Denote V(G,\G?) = { ~4) and V(G$,G?)- {I’). 
Let I’, := C’( GI )n V( Gz), V? = V( Gz)\( V( Cl ) U V( G3 )) and C’3 = V( G3 )f7 V( GZ ). Hence 
( 1’(G2 )/ = r7-2. If 17 is odd it follows that an optimal colouring of Gz has 17 - 2 co1ou1.s. 
exactly one of them missing at each vertex. Moreover, all such missing colo~trs arc 
different. Consequently, it is possible to extend the optimal colouring of G2 to the 
cntirc graph G, using no more colours, as follows. For each .Y c 1’1 assign to the cdgc 
(11.s) the missing colour of x in Gz. Similarly, for the edges (r~‘), J’E I’;. When II is 
even consider the following cases. 
Crr.scl I: /I’(G,)j<n/2 and jV(Gj)1<tz’2. 
Then there is a perfect matching A4 in G? such that no edge in M has its both 
endpoints in I’, nor in l’j. Using Theorem 5, construct a colouring for G2 with II ~ 3 
colours. such that A4 is multicoloured. This colouring of G? is extended to G by using 
one additional colour, say 17 - 2, as follows. For each edge (xJ.) t M. let k bc the 
colour of (_Y. J.) in M. Change the colour of (s, J’) to 17 - 2. If s E VI then assign to 
edge (u..v) the colour k. Similarly, assign k to (1‘. ~3). when J’ t V;. Then G has been 
optimally coloured with n - 2 colourn. 
C’clsr 2: ,I’(G,)I >12/2 or IV(Gj)l >n:2. 
Suppose 1 I/( GI )i >n,‘2. Then ( C’z/ -~ ( Pi 1 ‘i < n:‘Zi! - 2. Hence Gi U G, can be obtained 
from K,,__, by deleting at most j7.2 ~ 2 edges. Therefore we can apply Theorem 4 and 
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conclude that l’(Gi U G2) = IZ - 1. The colouring of G is obtained as follows. First 
colour K,_r with n - I colours. Then remove the appropriate edges in order to obtain 
a colouring of Gi U G2. In the colouring of K,_I, each vertex y E V3 has exactly one 
missing colour k. Assign k to the edge (J’, c). This completes the colouring of G with 
n - 1 colours. The case V(G3) > n/2 is similar. 
(c): In this case, d(G) = n - 1 and G is a subgraph of K,. Also, IE(G)J = n(fl 
- 1)/2 - (lV(Gz\Gl )I + IF(G2\Gs)/ + 1). lf n is even an optimal colouring of K,, 
has YI - 1 colours. Hence x’(G) = II - 1. If n is odd apply Theorem 3. In this case. 
x’(G)=n if and only if (V(G2\Gt)J + IV(Gl\G3)J<(n -3)j2. fl 
4. Conclusions 
We have characterized the class of graphs which are simultaneously split and indif- 
ference graphs. The characterization has been applied to determine the chromatic index 
of graphs of this class. The corresponding algorithm is very simple. To determine its 
complexity, we need just to observe that both split and indifference graphs can be 
recognized in linear time. In addition, the equations of Theorem 7 can be computed 
within this same bound. Therefore the algorithm for finding the chromatic index of 
split-indifference graphs has linear time complexity. 
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